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The cluster-multipole (CMP) expansion for magnetic structures provides a scheme to systematically
generate candidate magnetic structures specifically including noncollinear magnetic configurations adapted
to the crystal symmetry of a given material. A comparison with the experimental data collected on
MAGNDATA shows that the most stable magnetic configurations in nature are linear combinations of only
few CMPs. Furthermore, a high-throughput calculation for all candidate magnetic structures is performed
in the framework of spin-density functional theory (SDFT). We benchmark the predictive power of CMPþ
SDFT with 2935 calculations, which show that (i) the CMP expansion administers an exhaustive list of
candidate magnetic structures, (ii) CMPþ SDFT can narrow down the possible magnetic configurations to
a handful of computed configurations, and (iii) SDFT reproduces the experimental magnetic configurations
with an accuracy of �0.5μB. For a subset the impact of on-site Coulomb repulsion U is investigated by
means of 1545 CMPþ SDFTþ U calculations revealing no further improvement on the predictive power.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The grand challenge in first-principles calculation for
magnetic materials is whether we can predict the exper-
imental magnetic structure for a given material. Among a
variety of possible functional materials, noncollinear mag-
nets are a fascinating playground for materials design [1,2],
as they facilitate a wide range of fundamental phenomena
and possible applications.
For example, in the context of antiferromagnetic (AFM)

spintronics [3] there is a particular interest in noncollinear
antiferromagnetism sparked by (i) its robustness against
perturbations due to magnetic fields, (ii) a quasiabsence of
magnetic stray fields disturbing, for instance, nearby
electronic devices, and (iii) ultrafast dynamics of AFM
domain walls [4], as well as (iv) its ability to generate large
magnetotransport effects [5–7]. Hence, the optimization
of AFM materials would open the door for applications
such as seamless and low-maintenance energy generation,

ultrafast spintronics, and robust data retention, as well as be
a guide toward advancing fundamental understanding of
magnetotransport.
However, first-principles calculations with the general-

ized gradient approximation (GGA) in the framework of
spin-density functional theory (SDFT) for magnetic mate-
rials have a problem: It is still an open question how
accurately SDFT GGA can reproduce the experimental
magnetic ground state. While SDFT has been widely used
in studies on various magnets [8], there has been no
systematic benchmark calculation for noncollinear AFM
materials. Previous attempts have been restricted to col-
linear magnetism [9] or even stricter symmetry constrains
[10–12]. In regard to noncollinear AFM materials, high-
throughput calculations have been limited to setting the
experimentally determined magnetic configuration as an
initial guess [13]. A recently proposed attempt to predict
magnetic structures based on a genetic evolution algorithm
[14] strongly relies on the proper prediction of the magnetic
ground state by SDFT. The lack of a systematic benchmark
calculation is a consequence of the fact that it is a highly
nontrivial task to investigate all the localminima in the SDFT
energy landscape. Indeed, to search for all the (meta)stable
states, we need an exhaustive list of physically reasonable
magnetic configurations for which first-principles calcula-
tions can be performed.
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To this end, we devise the so-called cluster-multipole
(CMP) expansion, which enables the expansion of an
arbitrary magnetic configuration in terms of an orthogonal
basis set of magnetic multipole configurations. By means
of the CMP expansion, a list of initial magnetic structures
for self-consistent GGA calculations is efficiently and
systematically generated. With this at hand, a systematic
high-throughput calculation with 2935 calculations has
been performed.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II, we

explain the basic idea of CMP (Sec. II A) and setup for
GGA calculation (Sec. II B). In Sec. III, the magnetic
configuration of 131 materials is predicted using a combi-
nation of the CMP expansion and SDFT (CMPþ SDFT).
A comparison to the experimental data shows that the
magnetic ground state can be narrowed down to be among
a handful of computed configurations and SDFT repro-
duces the experimental on-site magnetic moment with an
accuracy of approximately �0.5μB. This benchmark,
which is summarized in Sec. IV, thus provides a solid
foundation for the ab initio predictions of various mag-
netic properties.

II. METHODS

In this section, we briefly discuss the employed methods,
namely the CMP expansion and SDFT. As the CMP
expansion is a rather novel approach [15–17], it shall be
motivated and set out in some detail. However, for more
background and details of the algorithm, see Ref. [18].
SDFT, on the other hand, is a well-established method
[8,19]. It is available as part of many ab initio packages
[20–25] in its generalized version [26,27], which is
applicable to noncollinear AFM configurations. Here, we
chose to use the Vienna ab initio simulation package VASP

[20,28,29] and, hence, we merely elaborate on the setup
details employed in this study.

A. Cluster-multipole expansion

The cluster-multipole expansion for magnetic structures
[15,18] provides an orthogonal basis set of magnetic
configurations, which are symmetrized based on the crys-
tallographic point group. In order to motivate the expansion,
let us consider the vector Poisson equation:

∇2AðrÞ ¼ −
4π

c
jðrÞ; ð1Þ

where jðrÞ ¼ c∇ ×MðrÞ is the current density and MðrÞ is
the magnetization density. Here, the Coulomb gauge
∇ · AðrÞ ¼ 0 is invoked and the potential outside of the
magnetization density is considered. The rotational invari-
ance of ∇2 allows the vector gauge potential AðrÞ to be
expanded with respect to vector spherical harmonics Yl1

pq

[30]. Accordingly, the magnetic field BðrÞ ¼ ∇ × AðrÞ can

be written in terms of magnetic multipole moments Mlm as
follows [31]:

BðrÞ ¼ −
X∞
l¼1

Xl

m¼−l

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4πðlþ 1Þ

p
Mlm

1

rlþ2
Ylþ1;1
lm ðΩÞ; ð2Þ

where l is the orbital angular momentum quantum number
and m the magnetic quantum number.
Following Suzuki et al. in Ref. [18] the CMPs

for a magnetic configuration on a point form jmi ¼
ðm1;m2;…;mNÞT read

Mlm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4π

2lþ 1

r XN
i¼1

mi · ½∇ðjrijlYl�
mÞ�: ð3Þ

mi is a local magnetic moment on the magnetic site i at
position ri. For a given point group the point form is a set of
all symmetrically equivalent points and can be classified
into Wyckoff positions [32] in analogy to the Wyckoff
positions of space groups. Here, N is the multiplicity of the
Wyckoff position of the point form, that constitutes the
magnetic configuration. As introduced by Ref. [18], a point
form carrying a magnetic configuration is referred to as
(magnetic) cluster in the context of the CMP expansion for
magnetic structures. In contrast to Ref. [18], here we do not
introduce toroidal moments.
Symmetrization according to irreducible representations

of the crystallographic point group allows for a physically
meaningful expansion with respect to symmetrized har-
monics,

YlΓγðΩÞ ¼
Xl

m¼−l
cðΓγÞlm Y lmðΩÞ; ð4Þ

where Γ indicates the irreducible representation and γ the
existing components of Γ. Here, the tabulated coefficients
[30] cγlm are chosen to be real valued. With this a virtual
cluster [18] is constructed, where each magnetic site is
assigned a magnetic moment. By mapping lγ → n through
a Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization scheme, the CMP
basis is computed.
The CMP basis can be written as

fjni ¼ ðeðnÞ1 ; eðnÞ2 ;…; eðnÞN ÞTg; ð5Þ
where eðnÞi is a unit vector of a local magnetic moment
on the magnetic site i. By convention n ¼ 1, 2, 3
corresponds to ferromagnetism, while n ≥ 4 corresponds
to more complicated higher-order magnetic configurations
including noncollinear magnetism. The definition of jni
coincides with feμlγg in Ref. [18] up to the choice of
normalization [33].
In case that the period of the magnetic order coincides

with that of the crystal structure, the propagation vector of
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the magnetic order q is zero. The magnetic structure is said
to exhibit q ¼ 0magnetism. Note that 3 continuous degrees
of freedom of rotation of the magnetic moment per
magnetic site for a total of N magnetic sites yields 3N
linearly independent magnetic configurations and thus
n ¼ 1;…; 3N. In this work, the configuration space of
q ¼ 0 magnetic structures is explored.
The CMP basis defined in Eq. (5) is complete,

1

N

X3N
n¼1

jnihnj ¼ 13N×3N; ð6Þ

and obeys the orthogonality relation:

hnjn0i ¼ Nδnn0 : ð7Þ

Finally, the symmetry-adapted CMP coefficient reads

Mn ¼
XN
i¼1

mi · e
ðnÞ
i ¼ hmjni ¼ hnjmi: ð8Þ

In case of more than one inequivalent site exhibiting a
magnetic moment, the space of all possible magnetic
configurations is spanned by

fjnc1i ⊗ jnc2i ⊗ � � � ⊗ jncdig; ð9Þ

where d is the number of clusters. Based on the above, an
arbitrary magnetic configuration can be expanded as

jmi ¼ jmc1i ⊗ jmc2i ⊗ � � � ⊗ jmcdi; ð10Þ

jmcji ¼
1

NðcjÞ
X3NðcjÞ

n¼1

M
ðcjÞ
n jncji: ð11Þ

Any two magnetic configurations on the same magnetic
sites can be compared by an overlap, which we define as

Omm0 ¼
� hmjm0iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffihmjmip ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffihm0jm0ip

�
2

: ð12Þ

Lastly, notice that each CMP carries a definite order and
irreducible representation (irrep). Additionally, CMPs of
same order and irrep can be enumerated by a label y. This is
a convention to write, for instance, jnð6T2u; yÞi, where the
CMP labeled n is the yth CMP of sixth order and irrep T2u.
We recall that the sixth order multipole is called 64-pole in
the 2l nomenclature.

B. Setup for SDFT

The ab initio calculations are performed by VASP in
version 5.4 [20,28,29] and the flags are set appropriate to
noncollinear SDFT GGA calculation including spin-orbit

coupling as described in the Supplemental Material [34].
The pseudopotentials were chosen such that d electrons
in transition metals and f electrons in lanthanoids and
actinoids are treated as valence electrons. The default
exchange-correlation functional, i.e., the generalized gra-
dient approximation [35] by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof
(PBE), is used.
The VASP input is created by the aid of the PYTHON

Materials Genomics (PYMATGEN) package [36]. In particu-
lar, we used subroutines based on SPGLIB [37]. The
magnetic configurations of the CMP basis are created by
a code authored by Suzuki, which employs the TSPACE
library [38].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we want to explore the following two
main aspects.

(i) Is the CMP expansion a physically meaningful
description of magnetic configurations? Namely,
here the premise for a physically meaningful de-
scription constitutes that naturally occurring mag-
netic configurations can be characterized by one or
few symmetrically related CMPs. It can be under-
stood in the same sense as atomic orbitals are a
meaningful basis to describe electrons bound to a
free atom; i.e., the probability distribution of one
electron is described by one or few degenerate
atomic orbitals. In fact, this analogy extends to
molecular orbitals in a complex, where the under-
lying spherical harmonics are symmetrized accord-
ing to site symmetry.

(ii) Can SDFT predict the most stable magnetic configu-
ration by the aid of an exhaustive list of candidate
magnetic configurations for a given crystal? In fact,
the predictive power of the combination of the CMP
expansion and SDFT (CMPþ SDFT) ought to be
seen as a composition of the following issues.

(a) Is there evidence to assume that the list of candidate
magnetic configurations generated by the CMP basis
is exhaustive?

(b) Can the experimentally determined magnetic configu-
ration be found among all SDFT results? Note that the
similarity between two magnetic configurations is
expressed by the overlap defined in Eq. (12). In
addition, we compare the magnetic space group
(MSPG), which crucially influences physical prop-
erties.

(c) Can SDFT correctly assign the lowest total energy to
the experimental magnetic configuration?

A. Investigated materials

After preluding these questions, let us start by focusing
on the experimental data found on MAGNDATA [39]. This
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commendable collection of meticulously gathered neutron
diffraction measurements and other measurements, e.g.,
optomagnetic response, is still growing and is by no means
complete. The MAGNDATA entries used in this study were
personally double-checked with the experimental referen-
ces [40–160], and the specific compounds are listed in the
Supplemental Material [34].
These materials explicitly contain transition metals,

lanthanoids, and actinoids with on-site magnetic moments
and most data entries are fully AFM or show only weak
ferromagnetism. The magnetic configurations considered
here possess zero propagation vector, which limits the
available data to about 400 entries in MAGNDATA.
Moreover, entries corresponding to duplicates in respect
to higher temperature, pressure, or external magnetic field
phases are excluded from this study. Finally, some large
unit cells are omitted for efficiency reasons.
The still evolving nature of this database inclined us to

take a differentiated perspective on each entry: For some
materials the size of the magnetic moment is well deter-
mined, while the magnetic order could not be uniquely
identified. And conversely, some materials have a well-
known symmetry, despite the lack of an exactly determined
size of the magnetic moment. Therefore, in this study a total
of 131 materials are analyzed, albeit they are distinguished
in 122 entries with known magnetic order and 116 entries
with known on-site magnetic moment.
Figure 1(a) presents the number of CMPs needed to

describe a magnetic cluster featured in the experimental
magnetic configuration over the total number of degrees of
freedom in the corresponding magnetic cluster. Here, a
nonzero CMP component is a so-called active CMP in
analogy to the terminology used with respect to irreducible
representations. The number of degrees of freedom per
cluster is naturally equivalent to the order of the CMP basis.
The data shown in Fig. 1(a) comprise 162 magnetic

clusters in 122 materials, among which 69 are classified to

be collinear, 53 are noncollinear. In particular, 10 are
coplanar and 43 are noncoplanar, as indicated by the color
of the circles. Meanwhile, the size of the circle indicates the
rate of occurrence.
Awell-chosen basis is able to express a configuration in

terms of few nonzero components. In this regard, remark-
ably 48.77% of all clusters are characterized by a single
active CMP. And only six clusters, i.e., 3.70% of the
clusters in the experimental configurations, are linear
combinations of more than three CMPs.
The construction of the CMP basis [18] might intuitively

raise the expectation that the number of active CMPs per
cluster for a collinear magnetic structure is equal or less
than three. Nevertheless, that could not have been generally
expected for the noncollinear case. This intuition is
empirically confirmed in Fig. 1(a), where all collinear
circles are, as expected, reported below three active CMPs.
In the case of noncollinear magnetic configurations, on the
other hand, ≤3 contributing CMPs per cluster strongly
suggests that the basis is particularly well chosen. Thus, the
CMP expansion of experimental configurations in Fig. 1(a)
establishes the CMP basis to be a particularly suitable basis.
The pie charts in Fig. 1 give an overview of the

composition of all 131 materials. In particular, Fig. 1(b)
shows the orbital character of the valence electrons on the
magnetic site. The majority of the materials feature tran-
sition metals with emerging d-orbital magnetism, while a
minority of 25% observe f-orbital magnetism. Secondly,
the pie chart in Fig. 1(c) presents the underlying Bravais
lattice and fortifies a balanced mixture comprising all
lattice types.

B. Workflow and heuristic rule

After we have discussed the known experimental proper-
ties, let us move on to setting up a predictive scheme. In
Fig. 2 the computational workflow is organized in four

FIG. 1. Properties of 122 experimental magnetic configurations. (a) The number of CMPs needed to expand the experimental
magnetic configuration—active CMPs—over the number of degrees of freedom per magnetic cluster. There are 3N degrees of freedom
for N sites in a magnetic cluster, which coincides with the order of the CMP basis. The size of the circle indicates the frequency of
occurrence. (b) Orbital character of the magnetic site. (c) Crystal system.
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steps: input, setup, calculation, and analysis. The input is
taken in the form of (magnetic) crystallographic informa-
tion files [161] from the database MAGNDATA.
Step 2 in Fig. 2, the setup, includes reading the magnetic

crystallographic information files, creating the list of
candidate magnetic configurations, and writing the input
files for VASP by the aid of PYMATGEN. Crucially, in this
step the CMP basis is obtained as described in Sec. II A,
which does not require the experimental magnetic con-
figuration as an input, but merely the choice of magnetic
clusters.
We presume the following heuristic rule holds.

The magnetic ground state favors either pure CMPs or
linear combinations of CMPs that combine equally
weighted CMPs of the same order and same irrep.

Wemay try to provide some physical intuition here, in an
attempt to understand this heuristic rule. However, more

importantly, we will present statistical evidence in the
discussion of Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). Basically, Landau theory
of second-order phase transitions [162] states that the
change of the spin density δnðsÞσσ0, that lowers the symmetry

of the spin density nðsÞ
0σσ0 during a phase transition, can be

expanded in basis functions ϕðΓÞ
γ with physical irreps Γ and

corresponding components γ:

nðsÞσσ0 ¼ nðsÞ
0σσ0 þ δnðsÞσσ0 ; ð13Þ

δnðsÞσσ0 ¼
X
Γγ

ηðΓÞγ ϕðΓÞ
γ : ð14Þ

This introduces expansion coefficients ηðΓÞγ , which are
indeed connected to the order parameter ηðΓÞ, i.e.,

ηðΓÞ2 ¼
X
γ

ηðΓÞ2γ : ð15Þ

The total free energy F can then be written in even powers
of ηðΓÞ:

Fðp; T; ηÞ ¼ F0ðp; TÞ þ
X
Γ
AðΓÞðp; TÞηðΓÞ2 þOðηðΓÞ4Þ;

ð16Þ

where p is pressure and T is temperature. According to the
standard Landau theory, there is one Γ for which AðΓÞðp; TÞ
must change sign and vanish at the transition point.
Therefore, it is usually enough to consider the linear
combination of components γ within one irrep Γ at least
when T or p is close to the transition point. However, as a
counterexample, within the lower symmetry phase far away
from the transition point, mixing among components with
different irreps may occur if no further symmetry breaking
is induced.
The question remains of why we also expect CMPs of

equal expansion order to be more likely to mix. First, we
recall that the point group harmonics YlΓγðΩÞ defined in
Eq. (4) are structured as linear combinations of spherical
harmonics Y lmðΩÞ of the same order l, such that they are
transformed as irrep Γ of a given point group. Thus, the
CMP basis elements corresponding to a specific order l and
irrep Γ always feature all components at that expansion
order. Nevertheless, at different orders the same irrep might
appear, which may cause the mixing of different order
CMPs during the self-consistent calculations. Examples are
materials where the magnetic structure has a large collinear
contribution and a small tilt introducing noncollinearity.
Let us continue focusing on the computational workflow,

that presents the core of our prediction scheme. The
proposed heuristic rule prompts us to extend the list of
initial candidate magnetic configurations by linear combi-
nations of same order and same irrep. Neglecting linear

FIG. 2. Computational workflow divided into four steps: input,
setup, calculation, and analysis.
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combinations of pairs yields ðY − 1ÞY additional guesses,
for Y being the number of CMPs with same order and
same irrep.
In the case of more than one magnetic cluster, d ≥ 2, this

would lead to too many additional guesses. For the 73
materials of concern, where d ≥ 2, we chose to combine
only the exact same multipole projected onto a different
magnetic cluster. In other words, the linear combination of
CMPs with same order, same irrep, and same y is taken,
cf. the last paragraph of Sec. II A. Now this similarly leads
to ðY − 1ÞY additional guesses, but Y is the number of
CMPs, which are distinct only with respect to cj.
Step 3 in Fig. 2, the VASP calculation, is performed as

described in Sec. II B. The total number of SDFT calcu-
lations necessary is equal to the number of candidates. The
list of candidates is composed of in total ðPd

j 3N
ðcjÞÞ CMP

basis magnetic configurations and accordingly many times
ðY − 1ÞY additional guesses. This amounts to a total of
2935 calculations including all 131 materials in this study.
Step 4 in Fig. 2, the analysis, involves determining

characteristic quantities of each calculation. First, all
possible domains of the converged magnetic configuration
are computed. To that end each space group operation
combined with time reversal operations �1 is applied,
which leads to either (a) covering the magnetic configu-
ration and thus the operation is element of the magnetic
space group or (b) a new magnetic domain. Considering the
set of operations that leave the magnetic configuration
invariant, we determine the magnetic space group devising
the identify magnetic group application on the Bilbao
Crystallographic Server [163].
All calculations of a given material and their domains are

cross-checked with each other in order to filter how many
distinct magnetic configurations and, thus, distinct local
minima in the SDFT total energy landscape have been
identified. Quantities such as the total energy and the size of
the magnetic moment per site are averaged over all
calculation corresponding to the same local minimum.
The calculation with the lowest total energy among all
SDFT calculations of a given material is the CMPþ SDFT
global minimum.
Note that the list of candidates created as discussed in

step 3 is not free of duplicates corresponding to different
domains of the same magnetic configuration. In the
Supplemental Material [34] the CMP basis for YMnO3

is constructed. Then, linear combinations of CMPs and
magnetic domains are eluded by means of that example.
The candidates corresponding to different domains could
be excluded to avoid unnecessary numerical cost. This
amounts to a total of 2313 unique calculations for all 131
materials in this study, which comprise of 35.75% addi-
tional guesses.
To conclude step 4 in Fig. 2, all possible domains are

considered when computing the overlaps of (i) the exper-
imental and the initial candidate’s magnetic configuration,

Oexpt;init, (ii) the experimental and the converged SDFT
calculation’s final magnetic configuration, Oexpt;fin, and
(iii) the initial candidate’s and the converged SDFT
calculation’s final magnetic configuration, Ofin;init, as
defined in Eq. (12).
In total this study identifies 2005 CMPþ SDFT local

minima starting from 2313 unique candidates. As men-
tioned, we performed 2935 including some redundant
candidates in this study. Instead of excluding these redun-
dant candidates that correspond to different domains of the
same magnetic configuration, we used them to statistically
analyze the reproducibility. In a nutshell, the reproducibil-
ity is the probability to converge to the same local
minimum, when repeating the SDFT calculation. More
details are described in the Supplemental Material [34].
In this study the reproducibility reaches 0.79 on a scale
from 0 to 1, where 1 refers to perfect reproducibility.

C. Performance of candidate magnetic configurations

The high computational cost is justified, only if the list of
candidates can be expected to be exhaustive. Let us recall
that the CMP basis defined in Eq. (5) spans the space of all
possible magnetic configurations. Each CMP is character-
ized by its order and irrep. First, we want to argue that the
candidate’s irrep is likely to prevail throughout the SDFT
calculation. As the CMP basis is complete and, thus, any
irrep that could be active in a given system explicitly
appears in the CMP basis, the former corroborates that the
CMP basis is a good starting point.
Figure 3(a) shows a histogram of the overlap of the final

magnetic configuration and the initial candidate,Ofin;init. In
particular, Ofin;init ≈ 1 corresponds to the candidate’s mag-
netic configuration remaining almost identical during the
iterations. In that case, the candidate appears to be in close
vicinity to a local minimum in the total energy landscape of
SDFT. We see that the uppermost bin, with 46.54% of all
calculations, accounts for more calculations than any
other bin.
On the other hand, if the candidate does not correspond

to a minimum in the total energy, the calculation is expected
to yield a small overlap: Ofin;init ≪ 1. If the system
converges to a magnetic configuration, which is a linear
combination of the initial candidate and another magnetic
configuration, a finite Ofin;init occurs.
There is a related scenario in which the system converges

to a magnetic configuration that is of the same irrep, but
does not include the CMP of the initial candidate. That case
can be characterized by Ofin;init ≈ 0 and σirrep ¼ 0, war-
ranted the definition of the variance of the irrep reads

σirrep ¼
Xd
j;j0

X3NðcjÞ

n;n0
jM̂ðcj;initÞ

n jBnn0 jM̂ðcj;finÞ
n0 j; ð17Þ

with
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M̂
ðcj;init=finÞ
n ¼ M

ðcj;init=finÞ
nP

d
j¼1

P
3NðcjÞ
n0¼1

jMðcj;init=finÞ
n0 j

; ð18aÞ

Bnn0 ¼
�
1 irrepn ≠ irrepn0

0 irrepn ¼ irrepn0 :
ð18bÞ

Here, σirrep is defined such that, if the same irreps appear
with the same weight in the candidate’s CMP expansion
and in the CMP expansion of the converged calculation,
then σirrep ¼ 0. In a nutshell, jM̂nj indicates to what
percentage the nth CMP contributes to the expansion
and Bnn0 is a Boolean giving zero weight to equal irreps.
The color bar in Fig. 3(a) corresponds to σirrep defined in

Eq. (17). The variance of the irrep is less than 10%,
σirrep < 0.1, in 78.16% of all SDFT calculations. In other

words, the inital irrep is highly likely to be active in the
final magnetic configuration.
The inset of Fig. 3(a) emphasizes this observation: The

variance of the irrep for the lowermost bin of Fig. 3(a) is
shown as a histogram. Notably, the initial irrep has less than
10% deviation, i.e., σirrep < 0.1, in 53.95% of the calcu-
lations with Ofin;init ≈ 0.
As a more general statement, we have shown that

the candidate’s irrep is statistically likely to prevail
throughout the SDFT calculation. Conversely, the most
stable magnetic configuration is less likely to be found, if
the irrep is not among the list of candidates. Hence,
creating a list of candidates building upon the CMP basis
is an efficient solution to assure all possible irreps are
among the candidates.
From this point of view, it seems unnecessary to

introduce additional guesses as candidates that are equally
weighted CMPs of same order and same irrep. However,
using the experimental data as a guide once more, the
advantages of including additional guesses into the list of
candidates becomes clear.
Figure 3(b) presents the maximum overlap of the CMP

basis and the experiment, maxallOinit;expt. The histogram
shows a probability density strongly peaked close to one.
Additionally, there are side peaks at 1=3 and 1=2. This bias
toward 1=3 and 1=2 can be appreciated when considering
the aforementioned heuristic rule once again.
Namely, the magnetic ground state favors either pure

CMPs or linear combinations of CMPs that combine
equally weighted CMPs of the same order and same irrep.
An irrep can have a dimension of 1, 2, or 3 and accordingly
at each CMP order CMP basis configurations occur in sets
of 1, 2, or 3 configurations in the expansion. Hence,
favored linear combinations projected onto a CMP basis
configuration are prone to yield overlap of 1, 1=2, or 1=3.
In comparison, Fig. 3(c) displays the maximum overlap

of initial candidate and the experiment, maxallOinit;expt,
with respect to the complete list of candidates, which
contains the CMP basis configurations as well as additional
guesses. The introduction of additional guesses, following
the heuristic rule, can effectively avoid side peaks at 1=3
and 1=2 and thus takes into account linear combinations
common in materials existing in nature.
As Fig. 3(a) shows, most magnetic configurations remain

close to the initial magnetic configuration. Therefore it is
paramount to start from an exhaustive list of magnetic
configurations.
The dark blue and light blue colors in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)

indicate that the magnetic space group found experimen-
tally is identical to the magnetic space group of the
candidate or not, respectively. Considering all candidates,
as in Fig. 3(c), 117 of 122 magnetic space groups agree.
This is an improved agreement rate compared to consid-
ering only the CMP basis, as in Fig. 3(b), where 110 mag-
netic space groups agree. It is noteworthy that some

FIG. 3. (a) Overlap of the candidate and the final SDFT result.
The overlap is defined in Eq. (12). The color scale indicates the
variance of the irreducible representation. Inset: the variance of
the irreducible representation for the lowermost bin (see arrow).
(b) The maximum overlap of the experiment and the initial
candidate with respect to the CMP basis. (c) The maximum
overlap of the experiment and the initial candidate with respect to
all candidates including the CMP basis and additional guesses.
The color classifies if the magnetic space group (MSPG) agrees
with the experimentally determined MSPG.
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magnetic space groups only enter the list of candidates
through the additional guesses.
A final argument in favor of introducing additional

guesses is that in total we find 655 of 2005, hence
32.67%, of the local minima in the SDFT energy landscape
only thanks to the additional guesses. Even among the
CMPþ SDFT minima with the minimum total energy 23
are thanks to the additional guesses, as well as 15 of the
(local) minima most similar to the experiment.
Therefore, with the collection of arguments mentioned

above, we have justified the expectation that the list of
candidate magnetic configurations is exhaustive. In the
following, we investigate whether the experimentally
determined magnetic configuration is present among all
SDFT results and how we might predict the likely exper-
imental magnetic configuration for an unknown material.

D. Analysis of CMP+SDFT local minima

Following the workflow in Fig. 2 all final SDFT results
are scrutinized for their similarity. Some SDFT results
correspond to the same local minimum in the SDFT
total energy landscape and as such they are grouped in
CMPþ SDFT local minima. The overlap of each CMPþ
SDFT local minimum with the experimental magnetic
configuration is computed according to Eq. (12). The
CMPþ SDFT minimum that yields the maximum overlap
with the experiment maxflmgOfin;expt (MAXOEXP) is
termed to be the most similar CMPþ SDFT local mini-
mum to the experiment. A worthwhile run should yield
maxflmgOfin;expt ≈ 1, entailing that MAXOEXP is indeed
very similar to the experiment. Additionally, the magnetic
space group should agree with the experimentally detected
symmetry.
Figure 4(a) presents maxflmgOfin;expt, i.e., the overlap of

MAXOEXP for 122 materials with known experimental
magnetic order. The distribution features a substantial peak
at maxflmgOfin;expt ≈ 1. In fact, 82.44% of MAXOEXP
mark maxflmgOfin;expt > 0.75, verifying good agreement of
one CMPþ SDFT local minimum with the experiment.
Despite the large overlap, some MSPG do not agree. In

particular 70.99% of MAXOEXP agree with respect to
their MSPG, despite yielding maxflmgOfin;expt > 0.75; see
the dark blue labeled “o” in Fig. 4(a).
The uppermost bin in Fig. 4(a) accumulates 54.96% and

corresponds to maxflmgOfin;expt > 0.96. Even in the upper-
most bin not all MSPG agree, while on the other hand, most
CMPþ SDFT local minima with rather inadmissible
maxflmgOfin;expt < 0.75 still agree with respect to their
MSPG. For instance, Fe2O3 has a collinear AFM structure
with a small tilting [148]. While the parent SPG is R3c
(167), the small tilting results in P1 (2.4) for the MSPG. In
the CPM expansion, the experimental configuration is
described by two CMP basis configurations of order 5.
However, they do not observe the same irreducible

FIG. 4. (a) Overlap of experiment and CMPþ SDFT minimum
most similar to experiment (MAXOEXP). Overlap is defined in
Eq. (12). o or x classifies if the magnetic space group (MSPG)
agrees or disagrees with the experimental MSPG. (b.1) Total
energy distribution with respect to materials feature d-orbital
magnetism. The minima are classified in MAXOEXP and
remainder “not” MAXOEXP, and MSPG agrees or disagrees.
Inset: Q −Q plot, where qd;MAXOEXP with respect to the dis-
tribution of MAXOEXP is compared to qd;tot with respect to the
distribution of all local minima of materials feature d-orbital
magnetism. (b.2) Total energy distribution with respect to
materials feature f-orbital magnetism. Inset: Q-Q plot, where
qf;MAXOEXP with respect to the distribution of MAXOEXP is
compared to qf;tot with respect to the distribution of all local
minima of materials featuring f-orbital magnetism.
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representation. In particular, the main contribution is A1g

and the tilting is due to contributions of Eu. In CMPþ
SDFT the most stable configuration is pure A1g without any
tilting. So that, although the overlap maxflmgOfin;expt ¼
0.9658, the MSPG predicted by CMPþ SDFT is R3c
(167.103) not P1 (2.4) as found experimentally.
In total, 84.43% among MAXOEXP yield the correct

MSPG. This is to say that neither the overlap nor the MSPG
alone are a sufficient criterion whether the experimental
configuration is correctly predicted or not.
In comparison, only 16.17% of all CMPþ SDFT min-

ima yield the experimental MSPG. However, for 90.16% of
the materials at least one CMPþ SDFT minima yields the
experimental MSPG. As mentioned among MAXOEXP
84.43% yield the experimental MSPG.
Another characteristic CMPþ SDFT minimum is the

CMPþ SDFT global minimum, which observes the mini-
mum total energy in SDFT. Among all CMPþ SDFT
global minima only 37.70% yield the experimental MSPG.
This shows that the MSPG of the CMPþ SDFT global
minima is more likely to agree with the experimental
MSPG than a random CMPþ SDFT minimum, but the
CMPþ SDFT global minima is not adequately predicting
the MSPG.
Let us continue by analyzing the SDFT total energy of

the CMPþ SDFT minima in more detail. Each CMPþ
SDFT minimum is attributed one or more SDFT results, as
multiple candidates might converge to the same minimum.
An average over these attributed SDFT results leads to the
material dependent and magnetic configuration dependent
total energy of a specific CMPþ SDFT minimum Elm. The
CMPþ SDFT global minimum observes the minimum
total energy Emin.
In order to compare the total energy across materials, we

take a normalized relative total energy that reads

ðElm − EminÞ=N : ð19Þ

Here, N is the total number of degrees of freedom, i.e., the
sum of the order of basis over all clusters that observe a
magnetic moment in SDFT in that material.
Figures 4(b.1) and 4(b.2) present the distribution of

CMPþ SDFT minima over the normalized relative total
energy of materials featuring d-orbital magnetism and
f-orbital magnetism, respectively. The energy scale is
logarithmic in units of meV. And the lowermost bin,
representing the CMPþ SDFT global minima, would
theoretically lie precisely at zero. However, for the obvious
practical reasons, namely that logð0Þ → −∞, it is added at
the lower edge. The remaining bins represent the distribu-
tion of CMPþ SDFT local minima ρd=f;tot. A key question
is, whether MAXOEXP tends to be close to the total energy
minimum.
In Figs. 4(b.1) and 4(b.2) the color intensity classifies all

CMPþ SDFT minima according to agreement or

disagreement with the experimental MSPG labeled by o
and x, respectively. Additionally, the minima are classified
according to being MAXOEXP or not. Overall, the total
energy distributions ρd=f;tot span across many orders of
magnitude. Albeit, ρf;tot is more concentrated in the energy
range 1 meV up to 1000 meV.
The data show that in total 43 of 122 (35.25%) of the

CMPþ SDFT global minima coincide with MAXOEXP.
Hence, the magnetic configuration with the minimum
total energy in this study does not, at this point, identify
the expected experimental configuration. Nevertheless,
MAXOEXP might tend toward smaller total energy. In
order to gain more insight, we ask if MAXOEXP data
points follow the same distribution as an arbitrary local
minimum in ρd=f;tot.
Two distributions can be compared in terms of a Q-Q

plot [164], where the x axis represents the quantile of the
reference distribution and the y axis represents the quantile
of the sample distribution. Let us define the quantile qs=r
for a sample or reference distribution of local minima
flmkg, where k ¼ 0;…; K − 1, and the local minima (lm)
are ordered by Elmk

≤ Elmkþ1
. The k=ðK − 1Þ quantile qk is

given by

qk ¼ ðElmk
− EminÞ=N : ð20Þ

Hence, the 0.5 quantile is simply the median value and the
0.1 quantile is the point that divides the distribution such
that 90% of the local minima have greater total energy.
The inset of Fig. 4(b.1) shows the Q-Q plot comparing

quantiles of ρd;MAXOEXP as the sample distribution, with
ρd;tot as the reference distribution. For each data point in the
smaller sample distribution the quantile is computed, as
explained above. Subsequently, qd;MAXOEXP is juxtaposed
against qd;tot.
If the two datasets are sampled from the same underlying

distribution ρd;MAXOEXP ¼ ρd;tot, all points align on the
median. The quantile is defined on the same axis as the
original distribution; i.e., qd;MAXOEXP and qd;tot are defined
on ðElmk

− EminÞ=N .
TheQ-Q plot in the inset of Fig. 4(b.1) shows significant

deviation from the median. Indeed, the slow incline
up to approximately 10 meV reveals an accumulation of
MAXOEXP toward lower total energy. For d-orbital
magnetism we find 77.66% of MAXOEXP below 1 meV.
On average each material has 4.45 CMPþ SDFT local
minima below 1 meV. In particular, in this dataset the
material with the maximum number of CMPþ SDFT local
minima has 18 minima below 1 meV. This shows that
CMPþ SDFT successfully narrows down the possible
magnetic configurations for a new material featuring
d-orbital magnetism to a handful of CMPþ SDFT local
minima, that are highly likely to be close to the exper-
imental observation.
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The inset of Fig. 4(b.2) shows the analogous Q-Q plot
for f-orbital magnetism. Here, the quantiles basically align
on the median, suggesting that ρf;MAXOEXP ¼ ρf;tot.
Moreover, for f-orbital magnetism we find only 32.43%
of MAXOEXP below 1 meV. Although in case of f-orbital
magnetism the consideration of the total energy seems to
fail in narrowing down the number of possible magnetic
configurations, at least the CMPþ SDFT run itself pro-
poses a set of 10–15 possible magnetic configurations.
The presented data opens a gateway to identifying a

handful of magnetic configurations as CMPþ SDFT local
minima for a given material among which the experimen-
tally stable magnetic space group and exact configuration is
highly likely to be found. Yet it has not been possible to
uniquely identify the ground state based on the SDFT total
energy. Although CMPþ SDFT yield local minima with
the experimental MSPG and local minima with large
overlap with the experimental magnetic configuration,
SDFT fails to assign a low total energy compared to other
local minima.

E. Magnetic moment per site

Besides the magnetic configuration, the size of the on-
site magnetic moment crucially influences the magnetic
properties of a material. Hence, it is interesting to ask if the
magnetic moment estimated by SDFT is close to the
experimentally determined magnetic moment per site. In
the literature [165] it is well known that complexes
containing first row transition metals with open 3d orbitals
are dominated by crystal field splitting. This is referred to
as strong field regime. Further, the ground state of com-
plexes containing lantanides with open 4f orbitals are
dominated by spin-orbit coupling. Complementary, this is
referred to as weak field regime. Let us explore the
implications by looking closer at the element dependence
of the on-site magnetic moment.
Figure 5 presents the on-site magnetic moment averaged

over sites within one magnetic cluster as a function of
elements sorted by increasing number of electrons. In
particular, the average magnetic moment per site reads

μcj ¼
1

NðcjÞ
XNðcjÞ

i¼1

jmij; ð21Þ

and, thus, the average is taken within each magnetic cluster
cj, only. The columns show the case of 3d-orbital magnet-
ism and 4f-orbital magnetism, respectively.
Figure 5(a.1) gives an overview of the experimental

results μexpt for 3d-orbital magnetism. We see that within
compounds featuring the same magnetic element vastly
different on-site magnetic moments are reported. This is
referred to as compound dependence in the following
discussion.Overall, themaximumon-sitemagneticmoment
per element frames a dome shape with a clear maximum

at Mn closely followed by Fe. In comparison, Fig. 5(a.2)
shows the on-site magnetic moment μth predicted by
CMPþ SDFT.Here, μth is taken to be themagneticmoment
of the magnetic configuration with MAXOEXP, which has
themost similarmagnetic order compared to the experiment.
We can see very good agreement in the overall tendency
between experiment and CMPþ SDFT.
A strong crystal field represents a real and time reversal

invariant perturbation that forces a real-valued ground state
which effectively quenches the orbital angular moment
operator (L≡ 0) as discussed in many textbooks; see, e.g.,
Ref. [166]. Therefore the spin contribution alone is expected
to constitute the on-site magnetic moment. Fortunately, in
contrast to the experiment the numeric calculation grants
direct access to the spin contribution μs;th and the angular
momentumcontributionμl;th to the on-sitemagneticmoment:

μth ¼ μs;th þ μl;th: ð22Þ
Figure 5(a.3) presents the absolute values μs;th and μl;th.

The data clearly confirm that the angular momentum is
almost entirely quenched in SDFT. Only for the heavier
elements, where spin-orbit coupling becomes more relevant
[167], a small contribution is given by μl;th. In other words,
SDFT supports that for compounds with more than half-
filled 3d bands, the angular momentum is only partially
quenched.
The dominant μs;th can be directly compared to the spin-

only magnetic moment in the ionic limit. It is computed
within the Russel-Saunders coupling scheme and is given by

μð3dÞs;ion ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sðsþ 1Þ

p
μB; ð23Þ

with spin quantumnumber s for the total spin operatorS. The
total spin S of the electronic configuration 3dn with n
electrons is essentially constructed by followingHund’s first
rules.Albeit in real complexes the electron configuration can
be in the high spin (hs) or the low spin (ls) configuration
depending on the crystal field strength compared to the
intraorbital Coulomb repulsion. This yields different spin-

onlymagneticmoments μð3dÞs;ion in the ionic limit for electronic
configurations of the form 3dnðhs or lsÞ.
In Figure 5(a.3), μð3dÞs;ion is displayed as a reference for

various possible electronic configurations. Here, we
assumed octahedral complexes for the crystal field split-
ting. The maximum magnetic moment is consistent with
the experiment and CMPþ SDFT calculation realized for
Mn2þ or Fe3þ in the ionic limit. Additionally, the ionic limit
already hints toward possible reasons for the observed
compound dependence. Namely, we expect the formal
oxidation state and the crystal field strength to introduce
compound dependence. Further compound dependence
arises due to the exact symmetry including small distortions
as introduced by the Jahn-Teller effect and the choice of
ligands via the nephelauxetic effect, which describes the
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delocalization of metal electrons through covalent bonds
with the ligands.
Let us now move on to the case of compounds featuring

lanthanides shown in the right-hand column of Fig. 5. As
mentioned, in the weak field regime spin-orbit coupling is
strong compared to the crystal field effect. Therefore the
orbital angular momentum operator L cannot be neglected
and the magnetic moment is computed in the j-j coupling
scheme in terms of the total angular momentum J. In the
ionic limit, the electronic ground state can be determined
following all three Hund’s rules [168] for a given shell
configuration 4fn with n electrons. The magnetic moment
in terms of the total angular momentum quantum number j
then reads

μj ¼ gj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jðjþ 1Þ

p
μB; ð24Þ

with the Landé g factor (gj). Representative, we compute

the magnetic moment μð4fÞIII-ion for all 3þ ions. Note that in
fact, Eu2þ, for instance, is expected to resemble Ga3þ

because both have a 4f7 electronic configuration.
Figure 5(b.1) shows the experimental results μð4fÞexpt for

4f-orbital magnetism in comparison to μð4fÞIII-ion. Similar to
the 3d-orbital magnetism, different compounds featuring

the same magnetic element observe vastly different μð4fÞexpt ;
however, the origin must be different, as we will see.
A comparison to the CMPþ SDFT results presented in
Fig. 5(b.2) shows good agreement of the overall character-
istic behavior. In both experiment and CMPþ SDFT, the

magnetic moment is just below the ionic limit and a small
(large) dome forms in the less (more) than half-filled
region.
Noticeably, the compound dependence in the CMPþ

SDFT results is reduced compared to the experiment. By a
more detailed analysis of the experimental data, the
compound dependence in 4f-orbital magnetism is revealed
to arise when long-range order cannot be established very
well experimentally. SDFT naturally assumes a well-
established long-range order by design as it is a zero
temperature method. Specific cases are considered in the
discussion of Fig. 6.
Figure 5(b.3) shows the absolute value of the spin and

orbital contributions (μð4fÞs;th and μð4fÞl;th ) in SDFT. As a

reference, we plot a fictitious spin-only μð4fÞs;III-ion and orbital-

only magnetic moment μð4fÞl;III-ion in the ionic limit for
3þ ions:

μð4fÞs;III-ion ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sðsþ 1Þ

p
μB; ð25Þ

μð4fÞl;III-ion ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lðlþ 1Þ

p
μB: ð26Þ

Prominently, the destructive (constructive) coupling for less
(more) than half filling is confirmed and visualized.

Further, the spin contribution μð4fÞs;th very closely aligns with
the ionic limit. This can be expected as 4f electrons barely
delocalize by covalently bonding with the surrounding

ligands. The orbital contribution μð4fÞl;th shows a clearly

FIG. 5. The magnetic moment per site as a function of electrons per atom for 3d- and 4f-orbital magnetism. (a.1),(b.1) The
experimental magnetic moment per site μexpt. (a.2),(b.2) The magnetic moment per site of the CMPþ SDFT minimum most similar to
experiment with respect to its magnetic configuration μth. (a.3),(b.3) Absolute values of the orbital angular momentum contribution μl
and the spin contribution μs to μth.
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reduced value compared to μð4fÞl;III-ion. This might be inter-
preted as partial quenching of L in SDFT, which is
supported by the observation that the reduction of

μð4fÞl;III-ion is stronger for lighter elements.
So far it has become clear that there is no systematic

overestimation of the on-site magnetic moment by
CMPþ SDFT. However naively one might anyways
expect a general underestimation due to the lack of treat-
ment of strong electronic correlation effects in SDFT, albeit
strong electronic correlation is expected in particular in 3d
and 4f bands. As we see in the following, the data defy this
general expectation of an underestimated on-site moment.
To this end, let us compare μth and μexpt compoundwise, or
rather clusterwise for all compounds.
Figure 6 juxtaposes the average magnetic moment per

site μth of the magnetic configuration with MAXOEXP and
the experimentally measured magnetic moment per site
μexpt. If for a magnetic cluster μth ≈ μexpt, the data point is in
close vicinity to the median and the size of the magnetic
moment per site is well estimated. In Fig. 6(a), each cluster
cj is represented by a star, whose color indicates the orbital
character of the magnetic site and the number of points
indicates which magnetic element forms the cluster. For
instance, the five-pointed dark red star corresponds to a Mn
cluster, since Mn atom has five 3d electrons. At first sight,
there is no general overestimation or underestimation seen
in the scatter plot.

Moreover, the data suggest that the uncertainty of SDFT
is reflected in the absolute deviation of jμth − μexptj, rather
than some relative deviation of the magnetic moment
jμth − μexptj=jμth þ μexptj. Indeed, 51.90% of the magnetic
moments are within �0.5μB, and beyond 77.22% obey
jμth − μexptj ≤ 1μB. Concomitantly, in the small magnetic
moment regime, that is approximately μ≲ 2μB, no reliable
prediction is possible. In the mid to high magnetic moment
regime, on the other hand, a mostly accurate prediction
is made.
There is an accumulation of 3d data points within

2μB < μth < 5μB, whose center of mass closely aligns with
the median. However, an apparent lack of precision leads to
a wide spread around the median. Despite another accu-
mulation of 4f data points in the range of 6μB < μth <
10μB showing similarly a high accuracy with a center
of mass near the median, we also see many outliers with
4f-orbital character across the entire range of the on-site
magnetic moments.
The specific group of three outliers at 4μB < μexpt < 5μB

and 7μB < μth < 8μB correspond to Er clusters in
Er2Sn2O7, Er2Ru2O7, and Er2Pt2O7, listed from left to
right. In the ionic limit, the ground state electronic
configuration of Er3þ is 4I15=2 with the Landé g factor

(gj) of 6=5. Therefore, μðErÞIII-ion is estimated to be 9.58μB
using Eq. (24). We see that μth of the three outliers are
considerably less than μIII-ion. In fact, the three outliers are

FIG. 6. Average magnetic moment per site of the CMPþ SDFT minimum most similar to experiment with respect to its magnetic
configuration μth compared to the experimentally measured magnetic moment per site μexpt. (a) Color indicates the valence orbital
character of the magnetic site. The number of points on a star mark equals number of electrons. (b) Color indicates if the material is
expected to be frustrated due to odd numbered rings of antiferromagnetic bonds. (c) The color bar shows the filling of the valence orbital
of the magnetic site. (d) Color indicates if a single cluster or multiple clusters are magnetic in the material. (e) The color bar shows the
normalized orbital angular momentum contribution jμlj=ðjμlj þ jμsjÞ.
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known candidates for realizing a spin-liquid phase due to
the presence of magnetic frustration, as described in
Refs. [75,122,123] and hence present highly nontri-
vial cases.
The two outliers with μth > 9μB correspond to Ho

clusters. Both data points are contributed by the same
material HoMnO3, which contains two inequivalent Ho
sites on top of a Mn cluster. The latter orders at T ¼ 78.5 K

and is well estimated by CMPþSDFT with μðMnÞ
expt ¼ 3.32μB

and μðMnÞ
th ¼ 3.47μB. On the other hand, experimentally

ordering of the two Ho clusters is subject to controversy
[134,169–172]. It seems unclear from an experimental
perspective whether one or both Ho sites order even down
to approximately 2 K. Generally, the long-range ordering of
magnetic moments on Ho sites is suggested to occur at
much lower temperature compared to Mn sites. As men-
tioned above, a strict comparison of the SDFT result to μexpt
is inappropriate in the case that proper long-range ordering
cannot be established experimentally. Nevertheless,
SDFT can be compared to the ionic limit, similar to the
discussion on the three materials containing Er. The ground
state electronic configuration of Ho3þ is 5I8, which yields

μðHoÞIII-ion ¼ 10.61μB as an estimate. To conclude, in HoMnO3

the μðHoÞth of the Ho clusters lie below μðHoÞIII-ion and a strict

comparison to μðHoÞexpt is inappropriate.
In Fig. 6(b), again μth and μexpt are compared, but

additionally the color indicates whether or not the com-
pound is expected to be frustrated. Here, the expectation of
frustration is based on whether nearest neighbors form
rings of odd number of magnetic sites. Assuming AFM
coupling this geometrically leads to magnetic frustration.
Hence, we take advantage of the database being specifically
focused on antiferromagnets. Furthermore, rings of even
number of magnetic sites could potentially also yield a
magnetically frustrated system, if the AFM coupling is
anisotropic, such as in the Kitaev model. We hence note
that the definition of expected frustration used here is
imprecise and only suitable for a quick superficial
classification.
Figure 6(b) shows that indeed the well-estimated 4f

clusters in the large magnetic moment regime are not
expected to feature magnetic frustration. The discussed
group of three outliers, on the other hand, are expected to be
frustrated. Data points with 4f-orbital character in the small
magnetic moment regime μth < 2μB are likewise expected
to be magnetically frustrated and are not particularly well
estimated. Although we expect that μth is overestimated
when the system is frustrated, many clusters that are
expected to be magnetically frustrated are not necessarily
overestimated. And some outliers are—at least in the
approximate definition employed here—not expected to
be frustrated. However, as we have seen for HoMnO3 there
might be other nontrivial phenomena preventing a proper

long-range order. Hence, the geometrically expected mag-
netic frustration is not a sufficient indicator for overesti-
mation of the magnetic moment.
Figure 6(c) displays the filling on a color map from 0 to

1, where 0.5 corresponds to half filling. Here, the filling is
defined as the ratio between the number of d or f electrons
in each magnetic atom and the number of orbitals. For the
number of electrons, we consider the charge neutral state;
i.e., the ionized state is not taken account. Less (more) than
half-filled 4f and 5f clusters appear in the underestimated
(overestimated) region.
Figure 6(d) addresses the number of magnetic clusters

present in a specific compound. The data points corre-
sponding to single cluster (red) and multiple clusters (blue)
appear to be evenly distributed. Let us divert the attention
toward data points with μth ≈ 0. It should be noted that
these are not paramagnetic solutions. Two scenarios can
yield μth ≈ 0: Either another cluster bears most of the on-
site magnetic moment, or the spin contribution to the
magnetic moment μs is canceled by the orbital contribution
to the magnetic moment μl.
Figure 6(e) shows the normalized orbital contribution,

μl
jμlj þ jμsj

; ð27Þ

in SDFT to the total magnetic moment μth ¼ jμs þ μlj.
Below the median in the small magnetic moment regime,
indeed many clusters with less than half-filled orbitals
observe μl=ðjμlj þ jμsjÞ ≈ 0.5. In these instances, μs and μl
adopt opposing signs and thus the contributions in fact
cancel. Clusters of heavier lanthanides are well estimated
solely as a result of including μl. Considering once more
Fig. 5(b.3) and a comparison of Figs. 5(a.1) and 5(a.2), the
agreement between experiment and SDFT could be
improved, if the orbital angular momentum would be less
quenched in SDFT.

F. CMP+SDFT+U case study

Hitherto we have discussed the effects of spin-orbit
coupling and crystal field splitting on magnetism in
compounds with 3d- and 4f-orbital character and omitted
the careful treatment of another important energy scale in
these systems: the electron-electron correlation due to
intraorbital Coulomb repulsion U. There are various
extensions to include electronic correlation beyond
SDFT: For instance, SDFTþ U [173], SDFTþ DMFT
[174–179], self-consistent ab initio DΓA [180], and other
diagrammatic extensions beyond DMFT [181,182]. In fact,
these methods have brought important insight in the
properties of many compounds closely related to the ones
under investigation here [183–186], in particular with
respect to Mott-Hubbard localization.
A full treatment of electron-electron correlations from

first principles for all materials introduces various
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challenges and is beyond the scope of this paper. While it is
in principle possible to estimate the parameter U from first
principles by means of constraint random phase approxi-
mation [187,188], the computational cost of this procedure
is immense. Therefore, albeit we aim at the prediction of
the magnetic ground state from first principles, we must
resort to introducing U as an adjustable parameter in this
section. In particular, we will screen U ¼ 2, 3, 4 eV for d
orbitals in Mn and U ¼ 4, 6, 8 eV for f orbitals of Eu and
Gd in accordance with the range of typicalU values used in
literature [183,186]. Although this amounts to 1545 addi-
tional CMPþ SDFTþ U calculations, we caution the
reader that our efforts to include U may not be conclusive
enough to be generalized to statements about the impor-
tance of strong electronic correlations in regard to the
prediction of the magnetic ground state.
We have chosen to perform CMPþ SDFTþ U calcu-

lations for all materials containing a single Mn cluster
because of the following reasons. (i) It is a well-defined
subgroup of 28 materials, which is near the minimum
sample size necessary to obtain statistically significant
results. (ii) The compounds are not prone to a spin-liquid
ground state, so that the comparison with the experiment
stands on solid grounds. (iii) For U ¼ 0 the size of the
magnetic moment is overestimated or underestimated
depending on the material, as shown in Fig. 7(a).
Therefore, we can clearly distinguish if the theoretical
magnetic moment μth gets closer to the experimental value
μexpt with increasing U or if μth increases regardless of
whether it was already overestimated for U ¼ 0. (iv) The
total energy distribution ρMn;MAXOEXP of the CMPþ SDFT
minimum that yields the maximum overlap with the
experiment (MAXOEXP) for U ¼ 0 has a strong bias
toward the energy minimum. In other words, there is room
to improve if MAXOEXP were to always agree with the
CMPþ SDFT global minimum and also room to deterio-
rate if ρMn;MAXOEXP were to spread across a wider range
of energy.

Furthermore, we have chosen to perform CMPþ
SDFTþ U calculations for all materials containing Eu
and Gd, which are the following four compounds: EuTiO3,
EuZrO3, GdVO4, GdB4. That is because these 4f elements
are close to half filling, where the orbital contribution to the
on-site magnetic moment μl vanishes, as can be confirmed
in Fig. 5(b.3). Thus, spin-orbit coupling is of no importance
in these systems and, furthermore, the crystal field splitting
is expected to be small because the strongly localized
4f orbitals are well shielded by the outer 3d and 4s
orbitals. Hence, we expect the Coulomb interaction U to
predominantly determine the dynamics of f electrons in
these compounds.
The two main questions are as follows: (i) Does includ-

ing U improve the prediction of the most stable magnetic
structure and (ii) will the estimation of the on-site magnetic
moment improve upon introducing U? Without further ado
let us present the results of CMPþ SDFTþ U for com-
pounds containing Mn, Eu, and Gd.
We find that CMPþ SDFTþ U identifies the same local

minima as CMPþ SDFT with different relative total
energy to each other. Thus, MAXOEXP is the same at
any value of U. Moreover, the range of the total energy
distribution ρMn;tot is U independent and ranges from 0 to
1000 meV. Hence, we ask if MAXOEXP tends to have the
lowest total energy and if this tendency is increased by
increasing U. We note that for the limited number of
materials investigated, the total energy distribution of
MAXOEXP ρMn;MAXOEXP for U ¼ 0, 2 eV ranges from
0 meV to approximately 5 meV. Additionally the distri-
bution of ρMn;MAXOEXP is skewed toward lower total energy
compared to ρMn;tot. On the other hand, for U ¼ 3, 4 eV
ρMn;MAXOEXP reaches close to 1000 meV, while it remains
skewed toward lower total energy. In other words, intro-
ducingU does not assign the correct total energy to the true
magnetic ground state found in the experiment in this data.
In fact, increasing U reduces the tendency for MAXOEXP
to have a particularly low total energy.

FIG. 7. Average magnetic moment per Mn site of the CMPþ SDFTþ U minimum most similar to the experiment with respect to its
configuration μth compared to the experimentally measured magnetic moment per site μexpt. (a)U ¼ 0 eV, (b)U ¼ 2 eV, (c)U ¼ 3 eV,
(d) U ¼ 4 eV.
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Let us now discuss the estimation of the on-site magnetic
moment. Figures 7(a)–7(d) show the average on-site
magnetic moment μth of MAXOEXP for all materials
containing a single Mn cluster for U ¼ 0, 2, 3, and 4,
respectively. The gray lines labeled d4hs (high spin), d3,
and d4ls (low spin) correspond to the spin-only contribu-
tion of Mn with formal oxidation 3þ and 4þ, i.e., 4 and 3 d
electrons, in an octahedral ligand field [165], same as in
Fig. 5(a.3). We see that increasing U never decreases μth.
For each compound we distinguish whether the crystal
contains loops of odd number of magnetic sites and is thus
expected to be frustrated. This is indicated by the color of
the marker. The shape of the marker implies if the
compound contains oxygen. Note that GGA is known
to cause overbinding of oxygen to transition metals
[189–192]. The effect of increasing U most strongly
increases μth of frustrated compounds containing no oxygen
that are far away from the high-spin state for U ¼ 0 eV.
The increase of μth also seems to occur—though less
pronounced—in compounds that satisfy only one of the
conditions. That is either compounds that are expected to be
frustrated albeit containing oxygen or compounds lacking
oxygen, although they are not expected to be frustrated.
We speculate that the overbinding of the ligand oxygen

could lead to a very strong crystal field splitting. This may
protect the low-spin state, for instance, of the compounds
near μth ≈ 2.5μB. Furthermore, we intuitively expect frus-
tration to reduce the size of the magnetic moment, because
not all AFM bonds can be satisfied simultaneously and the
cost of not satisfying a bond is proportional to the size of
the on-site magnetic moment. Introducing U has a local-
izing effect and might cause intra-atomic effects to become
prevalent over frustration. The on-site magnetic moment is
reduced compared to the ionic limit due to delocalization of
the Mn electrons, for instance, onto the ligands. Moreover,
itinerancy may lead to a reduced μth compared to the ionic
limit depending on the partial density of states. Thus, there
are various reasons for the on-site magnetic moment
ranging from 1μB to 5μB. In the investigated Mn com-
pounds the agreement of μth with μexpt corroded by
introducing U by means of GGAþU.
The CMPþ SDFTþ U results for EuTiO3, EuZrO3,

GdVO4, and GdB4 similarly show no improvement by
introducing U. In fact, for EuTiO3, EuZrO3, and GdVO4

the magnetic ground state is falsely predicted to be
ferromagnetic for U > 4 eV. Again the same local minima
are found, so that in these cases MAXOEXP observes
increasing total energy by increasing U relative to the
CMPþ SDFTþ U global minimum at each U value. For
GdB4 the CMPþ SDFTþU global minimum is AFM
along the c direction for all U values, while the exper-
imental structure is a hexadecapole in the ab plane.
However, for U ¼ 0 eV these two magnetic structures
are almost degenerate with 0.5 meV difference between
their total energies. Furthermore, for increasing U the

system increasingly prefers the out-of-plane magnetic
structure.
The on-site magnetic moment is increased with increas-

ingU for all four compounds containing Eu and Gd. As can
be seen in Fig. 6(a) around μexpt ≈ 7μB, the size of μth is
slightly underestimated for U ¼ 0 for all four compounds.
Thus, the estimates of μth ¼ 6.95μB, 6.98μB, 7.04μB, and
7.10μB for U ¼ 8 eV for EuTiO3, EuZrO3, GdVO4,
and GdB4, respectively, are closer to the experimental
values μexpt ¼ 6.93μB, 7.30μB, 7.00μB, and 7.14μB than for
U ¼ 0 eV, μth ¼ 6.30μB, 6.67μB, 6.87μB, and 6.91μB. Let
us note that other 4f compounds slightly overestimated on-
site magnetic moment and we suspect for these compounds
increasing U would also increase μth.
Instead of focusing on effects of strong electronic

correlations, we speculate that the prediction of the true
experimental magnetic ground state could be improved by a
different choice of exchange-correlation functional. We
would like to point out one recent example of a detailed
SDFTþ U study [193] on LiOsO3 and NaOsO3 testing
other exchange-correlation functionals thus far imple-
mented in VASP, including local spin-density approxima-
tion, PBE’s improved version for solids (PBEsol), the
strongly constrained appropriately normed (SCAN)
meta-GGA functional, and hybrid functional HSE06. By
means of scanning different U values including predicted
ones from constraint random phase approximation, Liu
et al. found that none of the considered functionals is
capable to simultaneously predict the correct magnetic
ground state for LiOsO3 and NaOsO3 comparing the total
energy of two energetically favorable configurations. The
treatment of exchange-correlation effects in all of these
functionals hitherto implemented in VASP has the under-
lying assumption that locally the spin density can be
diagonalized. Schematically, an electron thus only couples
to an exchange-correlation magnetic field that is parallel to
its own magnetization. In the past two decades, some work
[194–206] has been done to extend SDFT to include the so-
called spin-torque effect, which couples the electron’s spin
to the exchange-correlation magnetic field including anti-
symmetric terms.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This study is a benchmark of an ab initio prediction of
the magnetic ground state using a novel approach termed
CMPþ SDFT. This scheme devises a combination of the
cluster-multipole expansion and the spin-density functional
theory for noncollinear magnetism. We find that materials
existent in nature are well described in terms of only few
CMPs and infer the CMP basis to be a suitable basis for
magnetic configurations. Additionally, the experimental
data suggest that the magnetic ground state favors either
pure CMPs or linear combinations of CMPs having the
same expansion order and same irreducible representation.
Guided by this heuristic rule an exhaustive list of initial
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candidate magnetic configurations for ab initio calculations
in the framework of SDFT is created.
A high-throughput calculation of 2935 ab initio calcu-

lations using VASP led to a handful of CMPþ SDFT local
minima corresponding to different possible magnetic con-
figurations for each material. 90.16% of materials yield the
experimental magnetic space group for at least one of the
CMPþ SDFT local minima. Furthermore, the maximum
overlap between the experimental magnetic configuration
and the CMPþ SDFT local minima exceeds 0.75—with 1
corresponding to equivalence—in 70.99% of all materials.
An ab initio prediction of the most stable magnetic

configuration in the experiment is guided by a comparison
of the total energy in SDFT using GGA of the possible
magnetic configurations for each material. In particular, the
local minimumwith the largest overlap with the experiment
(MAXOEXP) is expected to yield the lowest total energy.
Indeed, for materials featuring magnetic sites with d-orbital
magnetism, MAXOEXP is in great majority of the cases
less than 1 meV above the so-called CMPþ SDFT global
minimum. On the other hand, the same could not be
confirmed for f-orbital magnetism. In fact, MAXOEXP
for f-orbital magnetism shows no tendency toward lower
total energy. The implementation of GGA PBE [207] used
in this study did not necessarily assign the lowest total
energy to the local minimum with the largest overlap with
the experiment.
We have further investigated the effect of including

strong electronic correlations on the level of SDFTþ U
for materials containing a single Mn cluster, Eu cluster,
or Gd cluster. Our results show that for the materials we
investigated introducing U has a rather unfavorable
influence on the prediction for both the magnetic ground
state and the size of the magnetic moment. In the end of
Sec. III E, we speculate that the prediction of the true
experimental magnetic ground state could be improved
by a different choice of exchange-correlation functional
that accounts for the spin-torque effect [194–206], as
opposed to focusing on effects of strong electronic
correlations.
As far as we know, the only other scheme that aims at the

prediction of noncollinear magnetic structures is based on a
genetic algorithm by Zheng and Zhang [14]. In their
approach only the fittest magnetic structures of each
generation survive, which is decided based on the total
energy of the magnetic structure. Thus, currently it con-
verges to the global minimum corresponding to a theo-
retical magnetic ground state that is not necessarily the true
magnetic ground state found in the experiment. On the
other hand, in CMPþ SDFT we yield a set of magnetic
configurations that are local minima of the total energy,
which is very likely to include the magnetic ground state as
we have demonstrated in this paper. Hence, we want to
emphasize that CMPþ SDFT succeeded to significantly
narrow down the number of possible magnetic ground

states. This is achieved thanks to a list of candidate
magnetic configurations that is tailored to account for
details of the symmetry of the crystallographic unit cell.
In fact, CMP theory enables SDFT to identify local minima
from a feasible number of candidate magnetic configura-
tions that put data screening and AFM material design
within reach. On average, in this study we performed only
2935=131 ¼ 22.4 for each material, while in Ref. [14] they
performed 30 calculations in each generation. In order to
ensure convergence, they ran the evolution for 30 gener-
ations, which amounts to 900 calculations for one material.
This comparison of the number of calculations that are
necessary to find the theoretical magnetic ground state
emphasizes that our list of candidates—the CMP basis
combined with our heuristic rule and omitting the magnetic
configurations corresponding to different magnetic domains
of the same magnetic structure—is well suited to search the
space of all possible magnetic configurations.
In addition, this study showed that the on-site magnetic

moment could be estimated surprisingly well by GGA
without including U. The precision of the predicted
magnetic moment is estimated to be roughly �0.5μB.
Some outliers arise from a lack of long-range order in
the experiment. This can be due to extremely low transition
temperatures and magnetic frustration. Despite some
explainable outliers, the prediction shows no major sys-
tematic overestimation or underestimation of the on-site
magnetic moment in GGA. In contrast to the experiment,
the SDFT calculation grants additional insight into the
balance of spin contribution and orbital angular momentum
contribution to the total magnetic moment. The first row
transition metals prove to be well described by Russel-
Saunders coupling applicable within the strong field
regime. In other words, the orbital angular momentum is
quenched and the spin-only ionic limit can be used as a
reference. The case of lanthanides, on the other hand, is
representative for systems in the weak field regime. The on-
site magnetic moment is well described in the j-j coupling
scheme. In the end of Sec. III D, we speculate that GGA
might have slightly overestimated the crystal field effects
compared to the strength of spin-orbit coupling. Some
related discussions of GGA causing an overbinding of
ligand oxygen can be found in the literature [189–192].
This could explain why materials governed by crystal
field splitting—such as the compounds with d-orbital
magnetism—are assigned more appropriate total energy by
GGA. Yet, in materials governed by spin-orbit coupling—
such as lanthanides—the experimental magnetic configu-
ration is not assigned the lowest total energy by GGA. The
balance between spin-orbit coupling and crystal field
splitting becomes particularly crucial for lighter 4f ele-
ments and heavier 3d elements, where the orbital angular
momentum is only partially quenched.
We conclude by putting this study into a bigger context

and providing an outlook into future works. The starting
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point of this study was the experimental database
MAGNDATA [39]. It conveniently facilitated testing and
benchmarking of our ab initio scheme to predict the
magnetic ground state. Generally, experimental databases
[208–217] not only facilitate testing and benchmarking of
theoretical methods, but also data mining in the exper-
imentally explored chemical space. Indeed, for some non-
magnetic functional materials an informed search and
optimization has led to promising discoveries [218–230].
However, so far, apart from a few pioneering works [9–13]
that are constrained to specific cases, these breakthroughs
in material design have not yet been matched by similar
advances with respect to AFM materials. Certainly one of
the major obstacles is that compared to databases of crystal
structures with more than 200 000 entries, MAGNDATA
has to date a modest amount of about 1130 entries. This is
because the experimental determination of the magnetic
configuration is much more involved than that of the crystal
structure. Given this situation, it is an urgent challenge to
construct a large-scale computational database of AFM
materials. The presented benchmark provides a crucial step
in laying a solid foundation for the construction of such a
computational database of AFM materials. We are opti-
mistic that ab initio calculations will soon be able to
reliably predict the magnetic ground state. Based on that,
our CMPþ SDFT scheme will be able to construct a
computational database of magnetic materials with a
feasible amount of computational effort. On top of that
database, model calculations—using, for instance, the
Liechtenstein method [231–233]—can lead to useful
insights in particular with respect to the spin-wave
dispersion and critical temperatures of magnetic phase
transitions. Finally, let us note that many magnetic tran-
sitions are accompanied by structural transitions. And it
might prove imperative to follow a scheme of successively
relaxing the atomic position and the magnetic ground state.
In the current study we avoided this obstacle by using the
atomic positions obtained experimentally. However, in
view of material design, the ability to treat experimentally
unknown crystal structures will be of great use.
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